CONSTRUCTION CORNER

(April 12, 2019) - Project Overview for week of April 15

- The Bridge Repairs-2019
- Row River Pedestrian Crossing

Bridge Repairs – 2019 includes a series of maintenance and safety improvements to the Main Street Bridge, Silk Creek Bridge and the Harrison Avenue Bridge.

- Week of Monday, April 15 - The Contractor will continue renovations\repairs to bridge railings and concrete pillars at the Main Street Bridge and the Silk Creek Bridge. The work generally includes:
  - Containment scaffolding and tarps will be used to prevent hazardous materials from falling into the waterway.
  - Any hazardous materials generated by the power washing and paint scraping will be disposed following state and federal requirements.
  - No traffic lanes will be closed during these steps, except for brief material deliveries to the sites.
  - Detour routes will be setup to redirect pedestrians during this work.
- The installation of steel plates at Silk Creek Bridge has been postponed until due to unforeseen equipment repairs by the Contractor.
- Asphalt grinding and repaving will occur when the steel plates are installed at the Silk Creek Bridge, and the Main Street deck has been resurfaced.
- The expected project finish date remains May 24, 2019.
**Row River Pedestrian Crossing**

Please be aware of contractors working at the Row River Pedestrian Crossing next week.

The work includes replacement of existing concrete and asphalt surfaces.

Work is scheduled to occur on the west side of Row River Road from Tuesday, April 16 through Thursday, April 18.

The traveling public should anticipate delays traveling or near the construction. Please drive cautiously, observe all construction signage, and use alternate routes if possible.

These projects are weather-dependent and the weekly schedule is likely to change.

Please call Public Works Engineering at 541-942-3340 with any questions.

Sign up for e-updates below, or [click here for our project webpage](#).